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Abstract: Cross language information retrieval (CLIR) presents huge ambiguous results as polysemy problems. Therefore, the semantic approach comes to solve the polysemy problem which that the same word may have different meanings according to the context of sentences. This paper presents semantic technique on queries for retrieving more relevant results in CLIR that concentrates on the Arabic, Malay or English query(s) translation (a dictionary based method) to retrieve documents according to query(s) translation. Therefore, semantic ontology significantly improves and expands the single query itself with more synonym and related words. The query however is to retrieve relevant documents across language boundaries. Therefore, this study is conducted with the purposes to investigate English-Malay-Arabic query(s) translation approach and vice versa against keywords and querywords based on total retrieve and relevant. Keywords and querywords retrieval are evaluated in the experiments in terms of precision and recall. In order to produce more significant results, semantic technique is therefore applied to improve the performance of CLIR.
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1. Introduction

Generally query affects on retrieval results in terms of its accuracy and effectiveness to those users information seeking processes. A lot of researches have been done upon on the requirement to accurate results. One of the considerations is semantic approach in order to be applied on Cross Language Information Retrieval (CLIR) [3]. Therefore, a lot of search engine have this approach to get the significant results as domain and ontology [4]. Domain however depends on how it is developed to contribute the better retrieval results [5]. Thus it is beneficial to improve retrieval performance to meet the necessary results for the respective user inquiry [9, 10]. In addition, the retrieval process is most important part to the user query for achieving outstanding retrieval results [14]. The use of semantic technique which is applied on query and documents can be successfully to retrieve more relevant documents as a whole result.

The query is then translated into another language by translation dictionary. This translated query is helpful for the performance of the retrieval system. In order to conduct a research, data are gathered accordingly and respectively as a collection of documents. This translation dictionary is useful for translating the query to meet those words in documents to be worth result. An additional dictionary is developed and used for removing the unnecessary words in the query as known as stop words. It removes the meaningless words in the query before continuing to annotate each word in the query for better relevant judgment of information results.

In order to annotate each word in the translated query in another language, it is important to prepare the semantic dictionary to link each word to others to have annotated words for each word in the translated query. It leads the relevant annotated words to each word in the translated query. Hence a lot of relevant words annotation can explain retrieved information in the result based on step by step in the processes of semantic translated query.

2. Related Works

There are several studies conducted to prove the significance of semantic method to be applied to various fields and aspects such as semantic web and information [3, 5]. Therefore, the semantic approach is more significant to be integrated with queries which have been done for better related information even though between languages [1, 2]. The results more relevant and required documents retrieved or displayed. Thus Yang [21], explains Distributed Semantic Indexing (DSI) addresses both the data quality and search performance. With the ability of summarizing content information and guiding data distribution, the proposed approach is distinguished firstly logic-based representation and concise abstraction of the semantic contents of multimedia data, which are further integrated to form a general overview of a multimedia data repository. Secondly application of linguistic relationships to construct a hierarchical metadata based on the content signatures allowing imprecise relationships and finally achieving the optimal performance in terms of search cost.

However, Rinaldi [17] proposes a novel metric to measure the semantic relatedness between words.
Our approach is based on ontology represented using a general knowledge base for dynamically building a semantic network. This network is based on linguistic properties and it is combined with our metric to create a measure of semantic relatedness. O’Hara and Wiebe [13], describe on how semantic role resources can be exploited for preposition disambiguation. The main resources include the semantic role annotations provided by the Penn Treebank and FrameNet tagged corpora. The resources also, include the assertions contained in the Factotum knowledge base, as well as information from Cyc and conceptual graphs. A common inventory is derived from these in support of definition analysis, which is the motivation for this work. M´arquez et al. [11], assess weaknesses in semantic role labeling and identify important challenges facing the field. Overall, the opportunities and the potential for useful further research in semantic role labeling are considerable.

3. Introduction to Basis Mathematical Approach

Let’s word (W) as total words which consists of word 1 (w1), word 2 (w2), word 3 (w3) and the rest words (wn) in the search field as shown in equation 1. Then, every word (w) has its own semantic words (Z or S or T) as many as possible which are available in the semantic data or dictionary (Y) as shown in equation 2 and 4. T represents the total semantic words derived from a single query which consists of a few words (W) in the search fields.

\[
W = \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i
\]  
\[T = (\sum_{w=1}^{W} w \in (\sum_{t=1}^{Z} t) \subseteq Y)
\]

where n is the last number of word and i is the first word. Therefore user can input words as many as they want as long as the total of retrieval results from the input words is not influenced. In addition, those words again contribute their own semantic words where one word can yield few words which depend on the words provided in the semantic dictionary. Regarding the result of the words, let D as total retrieval documents related to each word if in each document for the first word (w1∩d1, w1∩d2, w1∩d3,...w1∩d6236), followed by (w2∩d1, w2∩d2, w2∩d3,...w2∩d6236) and last word should be (wn∩d1, wn∩d2, wn∩d3,...wn∩d6236) with the additional results of first synonim or semantic word (t1∩d1, t1∩d2, t1∩d3,...t1∩d6236), followed by (t2∩d1, t2∩d2, t2∩d3,...t2∩d6236) and last word should be (tn∩d1, tn∩d2, tn∩d3,...tn∩d6236). Those relevant ayats (verses) are counted as shown in equation 3:

\[
D = \sum_{d=1}^{6236} \frac{W}{d} \cap d + \sum_{d=1}^{6236} \frac{Z}{d} \cap d
\]

The meaning of 6236 is related to the total ayats or documents or verses or files in whole Quran as a collection. Semantic (S) documents are the results to be derived from multiple Ds for retrieving results which is depending on each word (W) that consists of related synonym words (Z or S or T) come from semantic dictionary (Y).

\[
S = \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i + \sum_{i=1}^{n} W 2i + \sum_{i=1}^{n} W 3i + ... + \sum_{i=1}^{n} Wmi
\]

Figure 1 shows that the expanded query which base on a single query. It starts with source language of a single query (Q) to be translated into target queries (TQ1, TQ2, TQ3, ... TQn) of different languages. Each word (w1, w2, w3, ... wn) carries with a few of semantic or synonym words (t1, t2, t3, ... tn) according to the related words in the semantic data or dictionary. Those collective words which consist of original and semantic words are matched to those words in all ayats (verses or documents) to retrieve relevant multilingual verses. Those relevant potential collective semantic and synonym words in the expanded query are matched with relevant results.

4. Experimental Approach

Quran documents are the scope in these experiments which are preparing the original and holy Quran in classical Arabic language in text, Malay Quranic documents translation collection [8] which is used by Zainab and Nurazzah [27] as a domain in their research and English Quranic documents translation collection [12]. Each collection has 114 surahs and 6236 documents for every language which three languages get involved. Every document has numbers beginning
with q which means query and followed by numbers with first three numbers denote chapter and last three number denote verse for every filename such as q034006 but in the filename the number of surah begins with “.” or dot, followed by the number of surah and the number of ayat begin with “,” or comma followed by the number of ayat as for example “34,6”.

All documents are as flat files in UTF-8, ASCII or EBCDIC text and searching process is through pattern matching [6].

Testing Malay query words are taken from Fatimah’s [7] collection as natural language queries and the English as well as Arabic query words are translated from the Malay query words. Fatimah has obtained them by looking at few procedure put forward by Popovic and Willet [15] as well as Salton [19]. Each query would be separated and broken into keywords and replaced by target language. For example, if query is Malay, so it is called as source language and the target language is English or Arabic. Thus English as an example represents the translated word to retrieve English documents and if the query is English, the target language is Malay or Arabic. The dictionary lists 1325 Arabic, Malay and English words in different flat files as well as 36 Malay query words selected. The translation refers to the same index between Malay natural query languages [7] and the translation of the natural query language in English. When the keyword is Malay, then reference is to the English word at the same index or when the keyword is English and then reference is to the Malay word at the same index. It is considering word by word in the text files.

The overview of the process begins with the query, matching, retrieving, evaluation and retrieval result. The query term can be Arabic, Malay or English and also, keywords or querywords according to words in the query. The query can be viewed by two choices which are keyword and queryword. If the query is keywords, the results retrieved according to word by word results and redundant document names existed rankly. But querywords, retrieved according to the whole words as one at all and only when no redundant or unique document names retrieved if merged. Query translation can replace the origin query in to another language of the query. This translation is most important for those languages to investigate those information retrieval results. All documents are saved in “.txt” format file for UTF-8, ASCII or EBCDIC text. For searching process, word by word matching is used in the process. The matching words refer to the words similarity between query and documents in retrieving process. The query submitted to the system is also, represented by translated query that is used to search the related files. Translated query is processed by removing the meaningless words or stopwords. Then, query can be translated into another language if needed by the dictionary.

The query results consist of word by word result or keyword or the whole words and full phrase or querywords. The relevant documents retrieval comes from al-Quran multilingual documents collection which is from Arabic, Malay and English collection. For this research, when the query is Malay words, the words are translated into English or Arabic vice versa. Figure 2 shows the flowchart of retrieving semantic results based on a single query to be optimized and expanded for its semantic words. In order to get translated semantic words, the words in a single query are translated and matched depending on the indexed words which are available for words translation and their semantic simultaneously in semantic data after stop words have been removed based on stop words data. Then, original words and their semantic words are collected to search those documents which are related to the expanded query. All relevant multilingual documents are displayed for evaluation of each query of each language.

5. Result

All results of the query(ies) translation are referred to the natural language queries of Malay [7] and then translated into Arabic and English [22, 23, 24, 25, 26] queries in this study. Every query is tested to evaluate each result which is matched with manual result as total relevant documents for respective query [7]. There are six queries for each language in Table 1 for testing the results performance of Semantic and Non-Semantic whereby each query is tested for its Semantic and Non-Semantic results. Hence, the evaluation technique is used for recall results whereby equation 5 shows the formula to calculate the percentage of recall [18]. Expanded query is explained based on Figures 1
and 2 to retrieve potential results in order to meet the higher recall percentage of each query. 

$$\text{Recall} = \frac{\text{Number of relevant documents retrieved}}{\text{Total number of relevant documents}} \times 100 \quad (5)$$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Malay</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Arabic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>membuktikan kewujudan alam</td>
<td>prove the existence of natural</td>
<td>الملاحظة المتميزة</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>tangguhgiawab anak ibu bapanya</td>
<td>responsibility of parents child</td>
<td>مسؤولية الطفل الأم والد</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>kelebihan berpuasa sembahyang kewajiban</td>
<td>the merit of fasting prayer health obligations</td>
<td>ميزا الصيام الصحة المصلحة</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>mewajibkan sembahyang jumaat</td>
<td>require prayer friday</td>
<td>متطلبات صلاة الجمعة</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>kisah lelaki tertidur gua beratus-ratus tahun</td>
<td>story of men sleeping caves hundreds of years</td>
<td>قصة لذيذ الكف الصبر وقائي</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>tuntutan berperang jalan allah</td>
<td>claim struggle in the way of allah</td>
<td>مشاركة طريق الامام</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Natural language queries.

Figure 3 shows the percentage against recall for semantic Arabic/Malay Query English Document. The Recall K (word by word option) indicates the highest total queries and percentage 91-100 %. It means that the total relevant and better results meet the user’s query accurately compared to others. It is also, followed by Recall Q which means query 1 and 2 have 100%. Meanwhile, recall K has the highest total of relevant judgment and explain the document location come from. Both of them have a lot of retrieval results with relevant results to the user’s query. Non-semantic results are also, having quite lower in recall percentage than semantic results.

Figure 4 shows the percentage against recall for semantic Malay/English Query Arabic Document. The Recall K (word by word option) indicates the highest total queries and percentage 91-100 % for query 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6. It means that the total relevant and better results meet the user’s query accurately compared to others. It is also, followed by Recall Q which means query 2 has 100%. Meanwhile, recall K has the highest total of relevant judgment and explain the document location come from. Both of them have a lot of retrieval results with relevant results to the user’s query. It shows that non-semantic results are quite lower in recall percentage than semantic results.

Figure 5 shows the percentage against recall for semantic Arabic/English Query Malay Document. The Recall K (word by word option) indicates the highest total queries and percentage 91-100 % for query 2, 4 and 6. It means that the total relevant and better results meet the user’s query accurately compared to others. It is also, followed by Recall Q which means query 2 has 100%. Meanwhile, recall K has the highest total of relevant judgment and explain the document location come from. Both of them have a lot of retrieval results with relevant results to the user’s query. It shows that non-semantic results are quite lower in recall percentage than semantic results.

Table 2 explains average percentages of recall and precision of semantic experiments. The highest percentage of average recall for K and Q are Malay/English/Arabic Query English Document which carries 100.00% and Malay/English/Arabic Query Arabic Document at 87.27% respectively. It means that retrieval results yield a lot of documents with good effectiveness. These semantic results can be more significantly improved compared to [16] which carry approximately 70% of recall. The comparison is related to the performance evaluation result E-Ta and E-Ta experiments which retrieved 86% of recall [20]. [16, 20] conducted the experiments without using semantic technique which can improve the effectiveness of CLIR especially on their experiments. Therefore, non-semantic results are quite lower in average of recall percentage than semantic results.
### Table 2. Average percentages of recall of semantic query experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Experiments</th>
<th>Average of Semantic Recall (%)</th>
<th>Average of Non-Semantic Recall (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>K</td>
<td>Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>MQMD/ EQMD/ AQMD</td>
<td>78.89</td>
<td>63.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>EQED/ MQED/ AOED</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>77.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>AQAD/ MQAD/ AQAD</td>
<td>94.87</td>
<td>87.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>HTO-E [16]</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>E-Te &amp; Te-E [20]</td>
<td>86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6. Discussion

Empirical experiments are conducted with the purposes to investigate semantic results according to semantic query. Thus semantic query consists of meaningful and synonym but different words. Those words however depend on provided words in dictionary or file. Furthermore, it is also, conducted to investigate the performance between keywords and querywords based on total retrieve and relevant for each retrieval process. The retrieval however, included the unnecessary documents because of the translation polysemy. This research also, is being applied in retrieving Quran documents collection which consists of holly classic Arabic language and then followed by English and Malay translated documents with queries compared to single query without synonym words in searching retrieval. It leads more and more relevant results displayed.

The results are shown for each of them according to languages which are Arabic, English and Malay. Their effectiveness and retrieval and relevant percentage are included as part of evaluation and analysis. Keywords (K) and querywords (Q) are different processes of retrieving results. K usually has relevant information about documents retrieval results which means word by word option. Table 2 shows that the experiments results in terms of average of recall percentages. Translation of query is not affecting on recall. Experiments on English [22, 23, 24, 25, 26] and Arabic documents show the better average Recall for K and Q respectively.

### 7. Conclusions

Semantic query show better performance for retrieving results in K than Q in the specific language. The queries need a semantic and synonym data in dictionary to help and translate words and then expand those words for their synonym words in target language for queries or documents. Thus translated queries with collective synonym word can retrieve quite relevant and related documents to meet closely 100% user’s documents requirements. Effective semantic approach depends on how many synonyms words provided in the dictionary which is unlimited references for each word in the query. It means that the more synonym words provided for each word in the query to be processed, the more relevant and related results to be retrieved at higher recall percentage.
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